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Figuring out Employee Churn with Power Query 

This article is based on a presentation by Chandoo at chandoo.org 
 

Let's say you are the people manager at ACME plc and you are looking at the staff list for the months 
of January and February 2017. You see that we had 3,815 employees in Jan and 3,895 employees in 

Feb: a difference of 80 employees. 

 
Define churn … we used to call it staff turnover or something similar! 

 
We can categorise churn in one of these 6 ways: 

 
 Exits 
 New employees 
 People who moved to a new group 
 People who moved to a new branch 
 People who moved to a new designation 
 No changes 

 
So what is the churn for ACME? 

 

Is it just 80? 
Or is it the sum of people who left and who joined? 

What if you want to find out how many people moved to new designations/departments or groups? 
 

Setting up your data: churn analysis 
 

The first step is to set up two sets of data (one for each month or quarter or other period). Make sure 

that you include only relevant columns. For example: 
 

 
 

For the sake of simplicity, let's call these tables thismonth and lastmonth. You can include date 
columns but they are not necessary for this analysis. 

 

Figuring out the churn: Power Query 
 

Here is the process to calculate the churn using Power Query. 
 

The two tables above have been used to create queries but as connection only: this essentially means 

they are virtual queries and we cannot see their output in a table anywhere. 
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We create a third query by merging the two connection only queries (thismonth and lastmonth) using 

employee number as Full Outer Join. This creates a new column with the Combine Binary double 
arrow and the column merely says Table in every cell … click on the combine binary to expand the 

column and complete the merge. 
 

Change the query name to churn … don’t close this query as we are about to create a conditional 

column query out of it 
 

We create a CONDITIONAL COLUMN in this new query by clicking the Add Column tab and then 
clicking on the Conditional Column icon: call the new column status and set it up in the following 

way: 
 

 Column Name Emp No … Operator equals … Value null … Output Exit 
 Lm_Emp No … equals … null … New employee 
 Group … does not equal … Lm_Group … New Group 
 Branch … does not equal … Lm_Branch … New Branch 
 Designation … does not equal … Lm_Designation … New Designation 
 Otherwise … No changes 

 
 Close and Load this data to Excel 

 
The status column should now show the status of each employee … Exit or New employee … 

 
You can create  pivot table with your new query if you wish … eg 

 

 


